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This is the world's only illustrated guide to the real ninja teachings of historic Japan. These
original techniques are presented in a highly accessible 'how-to' format that combines easy-to-
follow text with a fresh, contemporary design that includes step-by-step photographs.This is the
first book ever to present the authentic ninja techniques in a highly accessible, illustrated 'how
to' format. The shadowy figure of the ninja – expert commando, secret agent, maverick who
operates outside social norms – continues to exert fascination in the West, yet much of what is
presented as ninja fact today is distorted or wrong. Drawing on the scrolls created by historical
Japanese ninjas (or shinobi, as they were then known), this book offers the real ninja teachings
in 150 easy-to-follow, illustrated lessons designed to draw contemporary students of ninja
straight into the world of these skilled spy-commandos. The truth about the ninja is so much
more complex and intriguing than the Hollywood clichés we know today. We may think, for
example, of a ninja as being always garbed in black and fighting with 'throwing stars' but in fact,
a ninja had clothes in different colours to serve as disguises for different times of day, and their
arsenal of weaponry could include anything from poison, poison gas, pepper spray and fire-
creating tools to swords, spears and knives (but no throwing stars). The 150 lessons in this
book cover all the basics of ninja warcraft, including clever ideas for infiltrating an enemy
compound (from wearing 'silent sandals' to faking passes and passwords), tactics for hiding
and retreat (in the racoon dog retreat, a ninja will crouch low and halt, allowing the pursuer to
collide with him at speed, whereupon the agent kills his enemy), and ways of crossing marshes
and water (for example, with special shoes made of boards, or using a foldaway floating seat).
The description is made all the more vivid by step-by-step photographs of the fighting
techniques, diagrams outlining military tactics and beautiful samples of Japanese calligraphy.

About the AuthorAntony Cummins is the founder of the Historical Ninjutsu Research Team,
which has previously published The Book of Ninja and The Book of Samurai (Watkins). Antony
also works as a consultant and co-presenter on high-end documentaries on Japan that are
distributed by National Geographic, and is the Official Tourism Ambassador for Wakayama. He
has been recognised by peers as a leading expert in the discovery of military arts of medieval
Japan. www.natori.co.uk --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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NINJASkillsNINJASkillsThe Authentic NinjaTraining ManualAntonyCummins“One who acts on
principles, that is what a ninja should be.”Bansensh�¶¶�’À Fujibayashi-sensei, 1676ContentsA
Note on TerminologyIntroductionTHE LESSONSFundamental ConceptsInfiltration
SkillsClimbing SkillsEscape and Hiding SkillsNight Attack SkillsDefensive SkillsCommunication
SkillsAquatic SkillsScouting SkillsSkills for Capturing CriminalsFire SkillsSkills of
HeavenMystical SkillsSkills of the MindAppendix I: Shinobi ScrollsAppendix II: Military Tactics
and the Seven Military ClassicsSelected BibliographyAcknowledgementsAbout the
AuthorAbout the ArtistsAlso from WatkinsA NOTE ON TERMINOLOGYThe term ninja is
correctly interpreted as shinobi no mono (shinobi carries the connotation of “hiding” and mono
means “person”). This is often contracted to shinobi. The skill of ninjutsu is correctly spoken as
shinobi no jutsu, “the arts of the shinobi”. These are the terms used in the historical scrolls on
which this book is based and so these are the terms used here.IntroductionTHE WORLD OF
THE SHINOBISpanning a millennium, from the 9th to the 19th century, the age of the samurai
was a glorious chapter in the chronicle of Japan. The samurai observed a refined and precise
etiquette in all their activities, from the taking of tea to the taking of enemy heads. This
emphasis on the “right way” of doing things continues to exert a powerful influence in modern
Japanese culture.Nestled within a samurai force, yet standing apart from it, lurked the shadowy
shinobi, the infamous ninja agent. He was the commando, the spy, the betrayer. While
“standard” samurai found lying and cheating repugnant, the shinobi were not bound by such
scruples. They too followed an ethical code, but they considered duplicity to be acceptable as
long as it was used in the service of their lord. The shinobi soldier would often integrate himself
within the enemy, sharing in the rhythms of everyday life and steadily gaining their trust but all
the while hiding a malign intent. He was a foul demon obeying the bidding of his gods, enabling
the plans of his lord to bear fruit.WHO WERE THE SHINOBI?The shinobi were spy-
commandos with multiple specialisms, all of which involved clandestine activity. These included
espionage, counter-intelligence, surveillance, scouting, infiltration, propaganda, incendiary
warfare and physical protection, as well as the capturing of any person targeted for arrest by
the lord. An essential part of any Japanese military force, the shinobi were considered by many
chroniclers as the “eyes and ears” of an army.Image of a thief by Edoperiod artist,
Hokusai.Unlike the samurai, which was a specific social class, the shinobi was a paid military
role that could be fulfilled by a soldier of any background. Many shinobi were from the samurai
class, but others were simple ashigaru foot soldiers. Others still were itinerant monks, actors or
tradesmen who might take on a temporary assignment. True shinobi owed their allegiance to a
single lord, whether for the length of a short-term contract or across generations. Being a
shinobi did not automatically confer any particular status; there were lower-grade shinobi as
well as masters of the art (see lessons 18 and 19).The shinobi were first recorded in the 14th
century. They are believed to have become particularly influential during the turbulent Sengoku
period (1467–c.1603), when Japan was in a near-constant state of civil war. They then fell into
relative obscurity during the more stable Edo period (c.1603–1868), when the country was
largely united under the Tokugawa shogunate. By the time of the Meiji Restoration in 1868,
when imperial rule returned in place of military government, the historical shinobi and samurai
had died out.ABOUT THIS BOOKNinja Skills investigates the beliefs, tactics and practices of
the Japanese shinobi. It draws directly from historical manuscripts, most of which date from the
17th century and were compiled by forward-thinking writers determined to record for future
generations the experiences of shinobi who had served during the warring Sengoku period.



The chief source for the 150 lessons contained within these pages is the 1676 manual the
Bansensh�¶¶�’À written by Fujibayashi Yasutake. This has been supplemented by quotations and
variations from other important works of the period, including the Sh�Öæ–æ¶• by Natori Masazumi
(Issui-sensei), the Y�Ö¶�à series by Chikamatsu Shigenori, and the Gunp�Ð Jiy�×6•k by Ogasawara
Saku’un Katsuzo.The lessons build on the original material to explain how, as a modern
reader, you can interact with these skills. Commentaries expand upon each teaching, outlining
the social, cultural and religious context and practical applications, in order to deepen your
understanding of shinobi no jutsu. It is hoped that you will be able to incorporate some of the
skills and insights into your own shinobi study. However, the world of the shinobi was very
different from ours and some of the practices described are dangerous or illegal or both, and
should not be emulated.The teachings have been selected from all volumes of the
Bansensh�¶¶�• and represent a broad overview of the writing of Fujibayashi-sensei. If you wish to
delve more deeply into the source material, the appendices at the back of this book go into
further detail about the scrolls and the Chinese military classics on which some of them are
based. You can also read an English translation of the full Bansensh�¶¶�• in The Book of Ninja
(Watkins, 2013).TheLessonsFundamental ConceptsLesson 1THE PATH OF THE SHINOBI“In
our country we use the ideogram shinobi _Í as it has a deep meaning. Without realizing the
meaning you will find it difficult to take even the first step on this path.”Bansensh�¶¶�’À
Fujibayashi-sensei, 1676Those who wish to take the path of the shinobi must first understand
the concepts represented by the shinobi ideogram. It carries the following essential meanings:
“perseverance”, “forbearance”, “endurance”, “secrecy” and “stealth”. Through its use by agents
engaged in espionage the ideogram has also come to have the connotations of “spy”, “secret
agent”, “thief” and “infiltrator”.In the Bansensh�¶¶�• Fujibayashi-sensei explains that the shinobi
ideogram comprises the characters for “heart” (_Ã) and “blade” (R�), because to plunge themselves
deep into the core of the enemy shinobi must forge their hearts into weapons that are hard and
sharp like a blade.A breakdown of the individual characters that make up the shinobi
ideogram.This is not a path for the weak. To venture into the dominion of the shinobi requires
enormous self-control and a level of commitment and endurance that most people cannot
attain.What makes the path so difficult is that shinobi must be simultaneously loyal to their own
clan and treacherous toward the enemy. They live within samurai society but remain in its
shadow, forever close to the centre but always cast to the outside, as any betrayal could mean
the downfall of a clan. Consequently, shinobi sit outside the lord’s “light” but close enough to
feel its “warmth”. Unlike the average soldier, they do not benefit from the army’s protection –
they do not march within the ranks or camp behind sturdy palisades. The shinobi venture out
before all others, alone, and put themselves in danger deep inside the adversary’s
stronghold.Ideograms representing shinobi no jutsu (“the arts of the shinobi”) by Monk Jyuh�Ð
Yamamoto.Lesson 2THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSEThe Taoist creation myth heavily
influences samurai and shinobi thought. According to the myth, before the universe existed
there was a formless expanse called Wu-chi (“Pre-Universe”), which evolved into T’ai-chi (“The
Great Ultimate”). The Great Ultimate then differentiated into negative and positive elements
called yin and yang. While being contrary to each other, yin and yang also complement each
other – a duality found in, for example, male and female, light and dark, and fire and water.Yin
and yang divide into “heaven, earth and man” (tenchijin), which exists in the four seasons of
spring, summer, autumn and winter. This is the foundation for the five elements of Earth (do),
Fire (ka), Metal (gon), Water (sui) and Wood (moku). The five elements give rise to the eight
trigrams: Heaven (qian), Lake (dui), Fire (li), Thunder (zhen), Wind (xun), Water (kan),
Mountain (gen) and Earth (kun). They in turn generate the whole world.Yin and yang are also



earth and heaven. When the body dies, yin and yang separate: the yin element – the body –
crumbles and returns to the earth, while the yang element – the spirit – returns to heaven.
Therefore, death is not an end but the beginning of another phase of life. This understanding is
what enables the shinobi to face death without fear.Shinobi skill: Do not mix up the Chinese
version of the five elements shown above, known as the gogyõ (N”ˆL), and the Indian version,
known as the gorin (N”•*).The hierarchy of the Taoist universe.Lesson 3OF HEAVEN, EARTH AND
MANThe concept of tenchijin – “heaven, earth and man” – signifies the oneness of the
universe. The Confucianist sage Mencius said that to govern a country you must take into
account the time of heaven, the advantages of earth, and the harmony of man. The Natori-Ry�°
samurai tradition breaks these elements down as follows:Time of heaven• the date (important
in divination)• the 12-sign zodiac system• the 10 celestial signs• auspicious and inauspicious
directions• the energy of each season (important in divination)Advantages of earth• distant or
close• steep or flat• large or small• life and deathHarmony of man• the unity of all people of
all classesGenerals planning for a battle or shinobi preparing for a mission will greatly increase
their chances of success if they understand this triad and align heaven, earth and man in their
favour.Lesson 4SKILLS OF THE DARK AND SKILLS OF THE LIGHTIn the Bansensh�¶¶�•
Fujibayashi-sensei divides the arts of the shinobi according to yin and yang. The yin aspect,
the “dark side”, is called in (–p), and the yang aspect, the “light side”, is called y�Ð (–}). Any skill
(jutsu) found in the arts of the shinobi is either in-jutsu, a “skill of the dark”, or y�ÒÖ§WG7RÀ a “skill of
the light”. Shinobi themselves are also classified along these lines, as in-nin (–p _Í), “shinobi of the
dark”, and y�ÒÖæ–à (–}_Í), “shinobi of the light”. Typically, in-nin move in stealth like commandos,
whereas y�ÒÖæ–à use deception and disguise to “hide in plain sight” like spies.Practical examples
of in-jutsu include travelling out of sight over mountains and away from roads, moving in stealth
around enemy positions at night, cutting through walls and infiltrating buildings, and entering in
secret without ever being seen. In contrast, y�ÒÖ§WG7P might involve disguising yourself as a local
tradesman, using the local dialect and moving freely among the enemy, all the while counting
forces, making maps and surveying building layouts. Alternatively, you might settle on the edge
of an enemy town before a conflict starts and become familiar with the townsfolk. Then when
war breaks out, because you are already known to the enemy, you will not be suspected of
being an agent. Another example of y�ÒÖ§WG7P is placing a female spy-maid (kunoichi) within an
enemy household.MIXING IN AND Y�ÄÆðwer-level shinobi should complete a mission using only
in-jutsu or y�ÒÖ§WG7Rà However, more experienced agents will know when it is appropriate to switch
between the two. Such an agent might enter into an enemy castle by using stolen passwords or
pretending to be the servant of a local samurai (y�ÒÖ§WG7R’à They will then pick the correct time to
infiltrate in secret, climbing or breaking through into the most secure areas (in-
jutsu).Alternatively, seasoned shinobi might infiltrate a samurai house in stealth (in-jutsu) and
then hold a false conversation with themselves to mislead any guards who overhear (y�ÒÖ§WG7R•
so that they can continue infiltrating deeper (in-jutsu). Or they might place a kunoichi in the
enemy household (y�ÒÖ§WG7R• and have her open the doors at night so that they can infiltrate (in-
jutsu). Fujibayashi-sensei calls this switching of skills y�ÒÖ6•k in jutsu (–}N-–pˆS) – the “skills of darkness
inside light”.Lesson 5THE CONCEPT OF INSUBSTANTIAL AND SUBSTANTIALKyojitsu (†Z[Ÿ) is a
concept that you need to understand, as it is the basis of the shinobi mindset. Meaning “that
which is insubstantial”, kyo (†Z) carries connotations of falseness, emptiness, untruth, deception,
weakness and unpreparedness.On the other hand, jitsu ([Ÿ) means “that which is substantial”
and represents truth, fullness, correctness, honesty, strength and preparedness. The art of the
shinobi lies in telling the difference between the two qualities.The fan is substance; the shadow
of the fan is insubstantiality.In the image above, the fan is substantial and true, while the



shadow of the fan is insubstantial and untrue. It may look like a fan, but it is only a projection,
an illusion. We can apply this concept to warfare. If a military force places 1,000 men on the
field of battle, a good strategist will ask whether this is truly the whole force (jitsu). Or has the
enemy hidden 2,000 additional men, waiting to ambush? If so, that is a false appearance
designed to mislead, a shadow of the truth (kyo).Similarly, shinobi working undercover to
gather intelligence from the enemy must always question whether the information they have
received is true or whether in fact it is false, deliberately planted by the enemy in order to
misguide.The concept of kyojitsu is deep and profound and is a fundamental part of shinobi no
jutsu. Without mastering this idea an espionage agent can never become a j�Öæ–à – an expert
shinobi (see lesson 19).Lesson 6WAITING FOR THE ENEMY TO MAKE A MOVE“There is no
difference between the principles for ninjutsu (espionage) and the principles for kenjutsu
(swordsmanship). When your opponent is not going to strike at you with their sword, it is
difficult for you to strike at them. Instead you should strike at the moment that the opponent
attacks. The same holds true in ninjutsu: when the enemy is in a state of non-movement, you
should not move either. Infiltrate at the exact moment that the enemy moves.”Bansensh�¶¶�’À
Fujibayashi-sensei, 1676Fujibayashi’s comparison illuminates one of the core principles of
espionage. When your opponent in a sword fight is in a defensive position they are like a
sealed castle, difficult to attack. But when they make an attacking move they have to open up
their defences, which is something you can exploit. The key is to find the opponent’s weak spot
before their attack does you harm.The shinobi has to either bring about movement in the
enemy position or wait for the enemy to move of their own accord. When the enemy moves
they give the shinobi a chance to infiltrate unnoticed, but if the enemy is inactive, any
movement by the shinobi becomes obvious to the defenders.An example of movement in
swordsmanship.Lesson 7THE THREE DISEASES OF THE SHINOBI“The three diseases of
shinobi no jutsu are to fear, to take the enemy too lightly and to think too much.”Bansensh�¶¶�’À
Fujibayashi-sensei, 1676FEAR“If you cannot detach yourself from death, then you will fear
everything. It is said that nothing is a greater change than your own death, think on this. This is
the same as to stop breathing though a fear of ageing.”Heika J�ÖF�âÀ Issui-sensei, c.1670Left to
run amok, fear – particularly fear of death – can paralyse your thoughts. The 20th-century
science fiction writer Frank Herbert famously wrote, “Fear is the mind-killer.” This statement
carries a universal truth, which resonates through the ages.To have no fear is recklessness; to
have too much fear is cowardice. Shinobi need to identify the fear in their mind and take control
of it.UNDERESTIMATIONA devastating mistake that strategists can make is to consider their
enemy to be stupid or beneath them. An adversary is a human and all humans have different
types of intelligence. You may consider your opponent to be lacking in the kind of intelligence
you possess, but their kind of intelligence may find a way to see through your tactics.
Furthermore, do not forget that the enemy forces will contain multiple opponents, each with a
different kind and level of intelligence. Therefore, always view the enemy as a skilled and
accomplished nemesis and make plans accordingly. Never allow your strategies to become
entrenched in complexity, but also never lower the standards of intellect and reasoning in your
planning.OVERTHINKINGEach situation we encounter has a central point surrounded by an
imaginary boundary and beyond this boundary lies another situation. Often in martial arts you
may ask your opponent, “What if I do this?” to which the opponent’s response is, “I would do
this,” to which you say, “Then what if I do this?” and the chain of change continues. At this point
the original situation no longer exists and both people have found themselves in new
circumstances.The same happens when a shinobi plans a strategy for a clandestine operation.
What if the enemy does this? What if they do that? What if they do something else? There is a



central point, which is the problem, the here and now, and within this situation there are
foreseeable eventualities. When your thoughts push beyond these possibilities they create a
chain of change and eventually the situation is changed beyond the actual truth. In fact, the
situation is still the same, it has changed only in your mind.A good shinobi will know the
difference between a reasonable level of contingency planning and over-speculation.Lesson
8DRAWING FROM DIFFERENT RELIGIONSThe samurai class existed for approximately one
millennium, from the 9th century to the 19th century, and during this time a variety of belief
systems became prominent in Japan. Each of these influenced samurai and shinobi
philosophy, although individual warriors would have been subject to their own beliefs and the
political climate of the time. Here we give a brief overview of the most significant religions. To
gain a fuller understanding of the shinobi mindset you should venture deeper into these
teachings.BUDDHISMFounded in India in around the fifth century bc by Siddhartha Gautama,
Buddhism teaches us the Four Noble Truths, which are:1 Life contains suffering.2 Desire or
“thirst” for certain impermanent states or things produces suffering, which in turn leads to a
build-up of karma, tying us to the endless cycle of death and rebirth.3 If we identify and
overcome our desire, we will reduce our suffering and karma.4 Inner peace is found by
cultivating a correct mind.By cultivating a correct mind, we can liberate ourselves from the
cycle of death and rebirth. We do this by following the Noble Eightfold Path:1 correct view –
understanding the nature of reality2  correct intention – acting from compassion
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The Dark Lords, “Cummins categorizes the skills nicely, showing the wide range of knowledge
the ninja .... An outstanding resource for those who are interested in authentic, historical
ninjutsu teachings. Cummins has created something unique: an English compendium of ninja
skills taken directly from the historical ninjutsu scrolls. Cummins categorizes the skills nicely,
showing the wide range of knowledge the ninja were expected to have. If you think the
historical ninja were only about sneaking around in the dark, climbing walls and killing people,
think again!There are two things to keep in mind with this book:1) There is little detail provided
about many of the skills. Cummins just describes them generally, without telling you how to
actually do them. This may be the way the original scrolls were written, or he may have omitted
the details. But if you're looking for a detailed instruction manual, you will be disappointed.2)
Cummins is a scholar who is only interested in historical ninjutsu. Many of these skills make no
sense in the modern world and are of little use. If you want to start some kind of ninja historical
re-enactment group this is a great book; if you're looking for things you can apply to shadow
work today, there is a lot of filler.”

Necrogue, “Ancient Skills formatted for the Modern Reader. This book is a must for any serious
student or enthusiast of Historical Ninjutsu. This is sure to become an indispensable resource
and quick reference for studying the legitimate techniques of the historical shinobi (ninja).
Drawing from a wide pool of extant historical documents recorded by the ninja themselves, this
book breaks down many of the individual skills into easily digestible individual lessons which
are perfect for the modern reader. Whether a hardcore historian, experimental archæologist, or
armchair enthusiast this book makes the information from the historical record easy to access
for reference, personal practice, etc. The layout and format places like skillsets together with
others of the same type (i.e. - Climbing Skills, Defensive Skills, etc.) making it simple and easy
to reference, compare and contrast skills from a wide scope of historical sources in one easy to
navigate volume! Given the expansiveness of historical information from which this material is
drawn, I can only hope that this volume will be the first in a series of many more like it!”

Helly Angel, “Awesome book!. This book is AWESOME!!!! Is really really interesting and a book
"Know how", like a instructive Manual of real Ninjutsu based in several historical manual
(Shoninki, Bansenshukai, Ninpiden). Easy to read, to understand, step by step and very well
organized by chapters and every different skill. I recommend highly this Manual, the work of Mr.
Antony Cummins is very invaluable, is a treasure to serious researchers, martial artists or just
people interested in the real and historical Ninja.  This is an authentic manual of Ninja Training.”

Coil, “people practicing living history or anyone who loves cool stuff from history. This
unbelievable collection of ninja knowleged is a must have for any shinobi enthusiasts, hostric
researcher, experimental archeologist, people practicing living history or anyone who loves
cool stuff from history! Beautifully photographed, layed out and desinged with impecable taste,
this book is an addictive read. Organized into 14 major divisons of 150 lessons, this book
provides the perfect lesson plan for hundereds of hours of self and team development
opportunities for practical analysis and presonal observation. Jam packed with exciting photos
of the author in action and teaming with historic drawings from the worlds best collection of



ninja scrolls, this book is truely a visual journey as well as a written one!”

Dave, “I have thoroughly enjoyed this excellent book by Antony Cummins. I have thoroughly
enjoyed this excellent book by Antony Cummins! It is structured in an easy-to-follow format that
is pleasing to read as well as loaded with great images. The historic texts that Ninja Skills
draws from are legitimate sources of information written by those that put these principles into
practice long ago. This book provides a great resource for folks that have interest in studying
genuine shinobi no jutsu, unlike the modern fabricated martial arts versions that have
saturated and mislead the world over the last few decades. This will serve as an on-going
source of study and research for me and I will highly recommend it to others! I am very pleased
with this true representation of the skills of the ninja!”

Simple Shinobi, “Well-organized run-through of shinobi skills. This book is a great springboard
into "historical ninja" as understood today. It organizes 150 lessons, categorizing them into
groups like "Infiltration Skills" and "Fire Skills", making it a more orderly approach than jumping
straight into the actual manuals from the get-go. This is not a replacement for those texts
though.I enjoy that nearly every lesson has a picture to go with it, making for a nice
presentation. Overall, despite already having the other texts referred to, I find it an enjoyable
read and useful for studying due to its organized structure.”

Jeff Ingram, “Brilliantly done!. After 12 pages into Antony Cummins’ latest release: Ninja Skills,
it was evident to me that this has been the book I have been waiting for! I have never seen a
more comprehensive and applicable training manual released on the historical topic of Ninjutsu
in the 30 years I have been a student of the arts. This is an incredible book and compatible to
any present martial arts school, or Ninjutsu based study. Brilliantly done!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Surprisingly good book. I approached this book looking for a fun read
and instead found a well researched, insightful, and useful book on espionage and counter-
espionage techniques. I will recommend this book to military leaders as they employ and
defend against HUMINT.”

Peter, “Great simple breakdown/explination of Skill set of Shinobi No Mono. This is a great
book for anyone interested in Shinobi no mono and for starting out on learning/researching into
Shinobi no jutsu.If you need or just want one book to explain what Shinobi no jutsu is then this
is the book for you.It is a concentrated little book full of information from the
Bansenshukai,Ninpiden and the shoninki.Covering the basics of infiltrating,escaping,Night
attacks and so much more.Written in a simple and easy way to follow.”

Ebook Tops reader, “If you are interested in military history or fighting arts of Japan this is a
must have. This book is very accessible and based on a historic ninja text. The illustrations
lend colour to the text and it is well worth a read. If you are interested in military history or
fighting arts of Japan this is a must have but it would also be interesting to people in general.
Highly recommended.”

Tom, “Excellent book. This is a very good book to help start a journey into the world of the real
ninja so it is an excellent read”

Mrs K E Abernethy, “Fascinating, inciteful yet easily accessible.. Fantastic book. A fascinating



in-depth yet easily accessible breakdown of the skills which made the famed Shinobi/Ninja of
ancient Japan so feared and reveared.”

The book by Antony Cummins has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 227 people have provided feedback.
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